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From ownership to expression to revenue, it’s no secret that non-fungible tokens (NFTs) have made a

significant impact on the art world in the last 18 months. Join Carlton Fields crypto attorney Matt

Kohen as he discusses the explosion of NFTs into the art scene with award-winning artist and

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q6i2RdlTOd4
https://www.carltonfields.com/
https://www.carltonfields.com/


filmmaker Haik Kocharian, a New York-based creative using NFTs for fine art photography, poetry,

and film. Moving beyond the popular media reporting of record valuations and social FOMO (fear of

missing out), Kocharian describes how artists are successfully using NFTs, marketplaces, and digital

currency payments and reevaluating their methods of control, funding, and business relationships

beyond the traditional gallery and patronage systems.
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